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A scheme for nonconditional generation of long-living maximally entangled states between two spatially
well separated atoms is proposed. In the scheme,L-type atoms pass a resonatorlike equipment of dispersing
and absorbing macroscopic bodies giving rise to body-assisted electromagnetic field resonances of well-defined
heights and widths. Strong atom-field coupling is combined with weak atom-field coupling to realize entangle-
ment transfer from the dipole-allowed transitions to the dipole-forbidden transitions, whereby the entanglement
is preserved when the atoms depart from the bodies and from each other. The theory is applied to the case of
atoms passing by a microsphere.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Generation of entanglement in atomic systems has been a
subject of intense theoretical and experimental study moti-
vated by both the fundamental issue and potential applica-
tions in quantum-information processing. In this context, the
realization of easily controllable long-living entangled states
of spatially well-separated atoms has been one of the crucial
and challenging problems. A number of methods of entangle-
ment preparation between atoms have been considered, such
as the use of quantum-correlated light fields interacting with
separate atoms, thereby transferring their entanglement to the
atoms f1–7g, appropriate measurements on the light in
multiatom-light interaction processes, thereby conditionally
projecting the atoms in entangled statesf8–18g, and the tech-
nique of quantum reservoir engineering in a cascaded cavity-
QED settingf19g.

Photon exchange between two atoms is one of the sim-
plest processes to entangle two atoms in a common electro-
magnetic field. The effect, which is very weak in free space,
can be enhanced significantly when the atoms are in a cavity
f20–22g. Usually attempts are made to minimize the effect of
spontaneous emission. Quite counterintuitively, in certain
situations one can take advantage of the spontaneous emis-
sion for entanglement generationf23–26g. Consider, for ex-
ample, two two-level atoms located in free space with one of
them being initially excited. This product state is a superpo-
sition of a symmetricssuperradiantd state and an antisymmet-
ric ssubradiantd state. If the two atoms are separated by dis-
tances much smaller than the wavelength, the symmetric
state decays must faster than the antisymmetric one, leaving
the system in a mixture of the ground state and the entangled
antisymmetric state.

The scheme also works at distances much larger than the
wavelength, if a resonatorlike equipment is used which suf-
ficiently enhances the atom-field coupling, thereby ensuring
that a photon emitted in the process of resonant photon ex-
change, which is mediated by real photon emission and ab-
sorption, is accessible to the two atoms. This condition can
be satisfied, for instance, when the atoms pass by a dielectric
microsphere at diametrically opposite positionsf23g. If the

distance of the atoms from the surface of the sphere becomes
sufficiently small, then the excitation of surface-guidedsSGd
and whispering-gallerysWGd waves can give rise to strong
collective effects, which are necessarily required to generate
substantial entanglement. Needless to say, other than spheri-
cally symmetric bodies can also be used to realize a notice-
able mutual coupling of the atoms.

A drawback of the use of two-level-type atoms is that the
entanglement is transient. In particular, when two atoms that
have become entangled with each other near a body such as
a microsphere move away from itsand from each otherd,
then they undergo ordinary spontaneous emissionsin free
spaced, which destroys the quantum coherence. Preservation
of the atomic entanglement over long distances between the
atoms is therefore not possible in this way.

The contradictory effects of entanglement creation and
destruction typical of two-level atoms can be combined in a
more refined scheme involving two three-level atoms each of
L type sFig. 1d, where the two lower-lying statesu1l and u2l
such as the ground state and a metastable state or two meta-
stable states represent the qubits that are desired to be en-
tangled with each otherf27g. Whereas the transitionu1l↔ u3l
is strongly coupled to the field, the transitionu2l↔ u3l is only
weakly coupled to the field. Each atom is initially in the state
u1l, while the field is prepared in a single-photon state. Let us
assume that due to Rabi oscillations the stateu3l of one of the

FIG. 1. Three-level atom ofL type.
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two atomsswe do not know which oned is populated. Irre-
versible decay to the stateu2l is then accompanied by an
entanglement transfer forming asquasidstationary entangled
state between the two atoms with respect to the statesu1l and
u2l. Its lifetime is limited only by the lifetime of the meta-
stable states, and the degree of entanglement achievable can
approach 100% in principle. Moreover, the scheme is non-
conditional and realizable by means of current experimental
techniques.

In fact, the model Hamiltonian used in Ref.f27g is based
on a Dicke-type system and does not allow for atoms that are
spatially well separated from each other, with the interatomic
distance being much larger than the characteristic wave-
lengths. However, for many applications in quantum-
information processing or for testing Bell’s inequalities, large
interatomic distances and thus the possibility of individual
manipulation of the atoms are necessary prerequisites. The
aim of the present paper is to close this loophole, by consid-
ering two spatially well-separatedL-type three-level atoms
appropriately positioned with respect to macroscopic bodies,
so that the two key ingredients—enhanced atom-field cou-
pling and sharp field resonances can be realized. Note that
the second ingredient is absent in the case of a superlens
geometryf26g. To illustrate the theory, we apply it to the case
of the two atoms being near a realistic dielectric micro-
sphere. The formalism used is based on the quantization of
the macroscopic electromagnetic field and allows one to take
into account material dispersion and absorption in a
quantum-mechanically consistent manner.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the basic
equations for describing the interaction ofN multilevel at-
oms with the electromagnetic field in the presence of dispers-
ing and absorbing macroscopic bodies are given. In Sec. III
the theory is applied to the problem of formation of an en-
tangled state between twoL-type three-level atoms. Section
IV presents the results obtained for the case when the two
atoms are at diametrically opposite positions outside a mi-
crosphere. Finally, a summary and some concluding remarks
are given in Sec. V.

II. MASTER EQUATION

ConsiderN multilevel atoms at given positionsr A that
interact with the electromagnetic field in the presence of
some macroscopic, linear bodies, which are allowed to be
both dispersing and absorbing. In the electric dipole approxi-
mation, the overall system can be described by the
multipolar-coupling Hamiltonianf28g

Ĥ =E d3rE
0

`

dv "v f̂†sr ,vdf̂sr ,vd + o
A

o
m

"vAmR̂Amm

− o
A
E

0

`

dvfd̂AÊsr A,vd + H.c.g. s1d

Here, the bosonic fieldsf̂sr ,vd and f̂†sr ,vd are the canoni-
cally conjugated variables of the system, which consists of
the electromagnetic field and the bodiessincluding the dissi-

pative system responsible for absorptiond, the R̂Amn

= umlAAknu are the atomicsflipd operators withumlA being the
mth energy eigenstate of theAth atomsof energy"vAmd, and

d̂A=om,ndAmnR̂Amn are the electric dipole operators of the at-

oms sdAmn=Akmud̂AunlAd. Further, the body-assisted electric

field in the v domain, Êsr ,vd, expressed in terms of the

fundamental variablesf̂sr ,vd, reads

Êsr ,vd =E d3r 8G̃sr ,r 8,vdf̂sr 8,vd, s2d

where

G̃sr ,r 8,vd = iÎ "

p«0

v2

c2
ÎIm «sr 8,vdGsr ,r 8,vd, s3d

with Gsr ,r 8 ,vd being the classical Green tensor satisfying
the equation

= 3 = 3 Gsr ,r 8,vd −
v2

c2 «sr ,vdGsr ,r 8,vd = dsr − r 8d

s4d

fdsr d is the dyadicd functiong together with the boundary
conditions at infinity. Throughout the paper we restrict our
attention to dielectric bodies, which are described by a spa-
tially varying complex permittivity «sr ,vd=Re«sr ,vd
+ i Im «sr ,vd.

Next let suppose that the excitation spectrum of the body-
assisted electromagnetic field shows a resonance structure,
with the lines being well separated from each other. With
regard to the atom-field coupling, we assume that a few
atomic transitions can be strongly coupled to field reso-
nances tuned to them, while the other ones are weakly
coupled to the field. In close analogy to Ref.f29g, it can be
shown that the density operator of the system consisting of
the atoms and that part of the body-assisted electromagnetic
field which strongly interacts with the atoms obeys the mas-
ter equation

%̇̂ = −
i

"
fH̃ˆ S,%̂g + Fi o

A,A8

8o
m,n

dAA8
mn sR̂AmnR̂A8nm%̂ − R̂A8nm%̂R̂Amnd

+ H.c.G −
1

2 o
A,A8

o
m,n

8fGAA8
mn sR̂AmnR̂A8nm%̂ − R̂A8nm%̂R̂Amnd

+ H.c.g , s5d

where the primed sumoA,A8
8 indicates thatAÞA8 and the

primed sumom,n8 indicates that transitions that can strongly
interact with the body-assisted electromagnetic field are ex-
cluded. In Eq.s5d

H̃
ˆ

S=E d3rE
0

8`

dv "v f̂†sr ,vdf̂sr ,vd + o
A

o
m

"ṽAmR̂Amm

− o
A
E

0

8`

dvfd̂AÊsr A,vd + H.c.g, s6d

where
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ṽAm= vAm− dAA
m , dAA

m = o
n

dAA
mn, s7d

with dAA
mn being obtained from

dAA8
mn =

1

"p«0c
2PE

0

`

dv v2
dAmnImGsr A,r A8,vddA8mn

*

v − ṽA8mn

s8d

sP is the principal partd for A=A8. For AÞA8, the param-
etersdAA8

mn are the dipole-dipole coupling strengths between
different atomsA and A8. Further, the decay ratesGAA8

mn are
defined according to

GAA8
mn =

2ṽA8mn
2

"«0c
2 UsṽA8mnddAmnIm Gsr A,r A8,ṽA8mnddA8mn

*

s9d

fUsxd is the unit step functiong. The primed integrals in Eq.
s6d indicate that the part of the field that weakly interacts
with the atoms has to be omitted, because its effect is taken
into account by the level shifting and broadening according
to Eqs.s8d and s9d.

If the conditions

dAA8
mn = dA8A

mn , s10d

GAA8
mn = GA8A

mn s11d

are satisfied, which is the case when, for example, the atoms
are identical and located in free space or at equivalent posi-
tions with respect to the macroscopic bodies, then the master
equations5d takes the somewhat simpler form of

%̇̂ = −
i

"
FH̃

ˆ
S+ ĤD,%̂G −

1

2 o
A,A8

o
m,n

8GAA8
mn sR̂AmnR̂A8nm%̂

− 2R̂A8nm%̂R̂Amn+ %̂R̂AmnR̂A8nmd, s12d

where

ĤD = − o
A,A8

8 o
m.n

"DAA8
mn ,R̂AmnR̂A8nm s13d

describes the dipole-dipole interaction between the atoms,
with

DAA8
mn = dAA8

mn + dA8A
nm . s14d

Equation s12d reveals that thesundampedd system is gov-

erned by an effective Hamiltonian equal toH̃
ˆ

S+ĤD. Note
that this is not true in general, but only under the conditions
s10d and s11d.

To construct thesformald solution to the master equation
s12d, we first rewrite it in the form of

%̇̂ = L̂%̂ + Ŝ%̂, s15d

whereL̂ and Ŝ are superoperators which act on%̂ according
to the rules

L̂%̂ ; −
i

"
sĤ%̂ − %̂Ĥ†d, s16d

Ŝ%̂ ; o
A,A8

o
m,n

8GAA8
mn R̂A8nm%̂R̂Amn, s17d

and the non-Hermitian “Hamiltonian”Ĥ reads

Ĥ = H̃
ˆ

S+ ĤD −
i"

2 o
A,A8

o
m.n

8GAA8
mn R̂AmnR̂A8nm. s18d

From Eqs.s15d–s17d it then follows that

%̂std = o
n=0

`

%̂sndstd, s19d

where

%̂s0dstd = eL̂st−t0d%̂st0d, s20d

%̂sndstd =E
t0

t

dtnE
t0

tn

dtn−1¯ E
t0

t2

dt1e
L̂st−tnd

3 ŜeL̂stn−tn−1d
¯ ŜeL̂st1−t0d%̂st0d, n = 1,2,3….

s21d

Although Eq.s19d is not a perturbative expansion, it can be
helpful, as we shall see below, in finding the explicit solu-
tions to the master equation.

III. TWO THREE-LEVEL ATOMS OF L TYPE

A. Solution to the master equation

Let us specify the atomic system and consider two iden-
tical three-level atomsA andB of L type as sketched in Fig.
1. We assume that the dipole-allowed transitionu1l↔ u3l is
tuned to a body-induced electromagnetic field resonance,
thereby giving rise to a strong dipole-allowed atom-field
coupling. Further, we assume that the dipole-allowed transi-
tion u2l↔ u3l is weakly coupled to the body-assisted electro-
magnetic field, and the transition between the statesu1l and
u2l is dipole forbidden. Restricting our attention to two atoms
at equivalent positions with respect to the macroscopic bod-
ies, so that the corresponding transition frequencies are
equally shifted and the relationss10d ands11d hold, we may
apply the master equation in the form of Eq.s12d and its
solution in the form of Eqs.s19d–s21d.

Let us assume that the two atoms are initially in the
ground stateu1,1lsui , jl;uilA ^ u jlB, i , j =1, 2, 3d and the rest
of the system is prepared in the state

uFl =E
0

8`

dvE d3r C sr ,v,t0df̂†sr ,vduh0jl, s22d

whereCsr ,v ,t0d as a function ofv is nonzero in a small
interval aroundv. ṽA31=ṽB31, anduh0jl is the vacuum state.
The initial density operator can then be given in the form of
st0=0d
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%̂s0d = uCs0dlkCs0du, uCs0dl = u1,1l ^ uFl. s23d

In order to determine the density operator at timet, we begin
by calculating the first term of the seriess19d, viz.,

%̂s0dstd = eL̂t%̂s0d = uCstdlkCstdu. s24d

Recalling the initial conditions23d and the form ofĤ, we

may expanduCstdl=e−iĤt/quCs0dl in rotating-wave approxi-
mation as

uCstdl = C+stde−isṽA1+ṽB3dtu+13l ^ uh0jl + C−stde−isṽA1+ṽB3dt

3u−13l ^ uh0jl +E
0

8`

dvE d3r e−isṽA1+ṽB1+vdt

3 Csr ,v,tdf̂†sr ,vduh0jl ^ u1,1l, s25d

where u±13l=2−1/2su3,1l± u1,3ld. Modeling the field reso-
nance strongly coupled to the atomic transitionu1l↔ u3l by a
Lorentzian, withvC< ṽA31 and DvC being the central fre-
quency and the half width at half maximum, respectively,
from the Schrödinger-type equation foruCstdl, we find that
C±std satisfies the second-order differential equation

C̈± + a±Ċ± + b±C± = Ḟ±std + siD + DvCdF±std. s26d

Here,

a± = isD 7 DAB
31 d + DvC +

1

2
G32, s27d

b± = g±
2 + sD − iDvCdS±DAB

31 +
i

2
G32D s28d

sG32;GAA
32 =GBB

32 d,

g±
2 =

1

2
G±

31DvC, G±
31 = G31 ± GAB

31 , s29d

D=vC−ṽA31, and

F±std =
i

qÎ2
E

0

8`

dvE d3r e−isv−ṽA31dt

3 dA31fG̃sr A,r ,vd ± G̃sr B,r ,vdgCsr ,v,0d. s30d

In Eq. s29d G31;GAA
31 =GBB

31 andGAB
31 are defind according to

Eq. s9d, but with ṽA31 being replaced byvC. SinceCsr ,v ,td
can be obtained fromC±std, onceC±std are known,uCstdl
and %̂s0dstd= uCstdlkCstdu are known as well.

To calculate the terms%̂sndstdsn.0d, Eq. s21d, of the se-

ries s19d, we note that the action of the operatorŜ on
%̂s0dstd= uCstdlkCstdu corresponds to atomic transitionsu3l
→ u2l. Thus, only the statesu±13l can contribute to

ŜfuCstdlkCstdug, and we derive

ŜfuCstdlkCstdug = uh0jlkh0ju ^ HS1

2
G+

32uC+u2 +
1

2
G−

32uC−u2D
3u+12lk+12u + S1

2
G+

32uC−u2 +
1

2
G−

32uC+u2D
3u−12lk−12u + FS1

2
G+

32C+C−
* +

1

2
G−

32C+
* C−D

3u+12lk−12u + H.c.GJ , s31d

ŜŜfuCstdlkCstdug = 0 s32d

fG±
32=G32±GAB

32 , u±12l=2−1/2su2,1l± u1,2ldg. Recalling thatĤ
acts on atomic states in the subspace spanned byu±13l, we
see that

eL̂st−t1dŜfuCst1dlkCst1dug = ŜfuCst1dlkCst1dug, s33d

leading to

%s1dstd =E
0

t

dt1ŜfuCst1dlkCst1dug s34d

fcf. Eq. s21dg. Further, Eqs.s32d and s33d imply that %̂snd

=0 if nù2. Thus, the solution to the master equation reads

%̂std = uCstdlkCstdu +E
0

t

dt1ŜfuCst1dlkCst1dug s35d

together with Eqs.s25d and s31d.

B. Stationary limit

Let us restrict our attention to the stationary limitt→`.
SinceF±std approaches zero ast tends to infinity, it follows
that limt→`C±std=0. Inserting Eq.s25d in Eq. s35d and taking

the trace with respect to thef̂ fields, we derive

%̂at ; Trf%̂st → `d

= a+u+12lk+12u + a−u−12lk−12u + sbu+12lk−12u + H . c .d

+ s1 − a+ − a−du1,1lk1,1u, s36d

where

a± =
1

2
E

0

`

dtsG±
32uC+u2 + G7

32uC−u2d, s37d

b =
1

2
E

0

`

dtsG+
32C+C−

* + G−
32C+

* C−d. s38d

To determine the accessible entanglement of the two at-
oms, it may be instructive to study the concurrence of the
atomic subsystem

C = Îl+ − Îl−, s39d

wherel± are the two eigenvaluesl± of r̂atr̂̃at, with r̂̃at being
the spin-flipped density operatorf30g. A somewhat lengthy
but straightforward calculation yields
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l± =
1

2
ha+

2 + a−
2 − 2fsRebd2 − sImbd2gj

±
1

2
Îfsa+ + a−d2 − 4sRebd2gfsa+ − a−d2 + 4sImbd2g.

s40d

The nearer 1 the value ofC is s0øCø1d, the higher is the
degree of entanglement. Equationss39d ands40d reveal that a
noticeably entangled state of the two atoms can be generated
if

a+sa−d @ a−sa+d,ubu; s41d

thusC→a+sa−d. Needless to say, the entanglement condition
s41d is already expected from inspection of Eq.s36d.

C. Different coupling regimes

Let us return to Eq.s26d and focus on the case where

Ḟ±std . − siD + DvCdF±std s42d

is valid, so that the term on the right-hand side in Eq.s26d
can be omitted. Obviously, this is the case when initially the
sLorentziand field resonance of mid-frequencyvC and width
DvC is excitedsfor details, see Sec. III Dd. Under the initial

conditionsC±s0d=0 and Ċ±s0d=F±s0d, the solution to Eq.
s26d can then be written in the form of

C±std =
F±s0d

q±
e−a±t/2seq±t/2 − e−q±t/2d s43d

sq±=Îa±
2−4b±d. Restricting again our attention to the station-

ary limit, we further assume, for simplicity, that both the
detuningD and the dipole-dipole coupling strengthDAB

31 van-
ish. Since even under these conditions the explicit form of
the expansion coefficientsa±, Eq. s37d, and b, Eq. s38d, is
rather involved, we renounce its presentation here but con-
sider instead some instructive special cases.

From Eqs.s27d and s43d it is seen that the damping con-
stant ofC± is determined by the sum of the half width at half
maximum of the field resonance strongly coupled to the tran-
sition u3l↔ u1l and the half width at half maximum of the
transitionu3l→ u2l ,DvC andG32/2, respectively. Due to the
finite DvC, an atom tends to occupy the stateu1l, while the
effect of the finiteG32 is that the atom prefers to occupy the
stateu2l. We may therefore restrict ourselves to situations in
which

G32 @ DvC. s44d

To achieve noticeable entanglement, the interatomic cou-
pling should be sufficiently strong, i.e.,uGAB

31 u→G31 and
uGAB

32 u→G32, equivalently,

G±
31

G7
31 @ 1,

G±s7d
32

G7s±d
32 @ 1, s45d

where the upper sign conventions belong together and the
lower sign conventions belong together. Note that the first
inequality is equivalent tog± @g7 fcf. Eq. s29dg. We now

distinguish between the following three cases.
(a) g± @G32@DvC@g7. In this case, either the symmet-

ric state u+13l or the antisymmetric stateu−13l is strongly
coupled to the medium-assisted electromagnetic field
whereas the other one is weakly coupled. For the strongly
and weakly coupled states, respectively, Eq.s43d approxi-
mates to

C±std =
F±s0d

g±
e−G32t/4sinsg±td s46d

and

C7std =
2F7s0d

G32 fe−DvCt − e−G32t/2g. s47d

It is seen thatC±std undergoes damped Rabi oscillations of
frequencyg±, while C7std undergoes a two-channel expo-
nential decay. The steady-state density operator parameters
a±, Eq. s37d, andb, Eq. s38d, approximate to

a± =
1

2
G±s7d

32
uF+s−ds0du2

g+s−d
2 G32 + G7s±d

32
uF−s+ds0du2

sG32d2DvC
, s48d

b = fG+
32F+s0dF−

* s0d + G−
32F+

* s0dF−s0dg G32

2g+s−d
4 s49d

for g+s−d@g−s+d.
(b) g± @g7@G32@DvC. When bothg± andg7 dominate

the other parameters, then the statesu+13l and u−13l are both
strongly coupled to the medium-assisted electromagnetic
field, and Eq.s43d approximates to

C±std =
F±s0d

g±
e−G32t/4sinsg±td, s50d

which is exactly analogous to Eq.s46d. The steady-state den-
sity operator parametersa± andb take the approximate form
of

a± =
1

2
G±

32uF+s0du2

g+
2G32 +

1

2
G7

32uF−s0du2

g−
2G32 s51d

and, forg+s−d@g−s+d,

b = fG+
32F+s0dF−

* s0d + G−
32F+

* s0dF−s0dg G32

2g+s−d
4 . s52d

(c) G32@g± @g7 ,DvC. When the value ofG32 sufficiently
exceeds the values of the other parameters, then from Eq.
s43d it follows that

C±std =
2F±s0d

G32 fe−DvCt − e−G32t/2g , s53d

i.e., the behavior typical of weakly coupled states is observed
fcf. Eq. s47dg. In this approximation, the steady-state density
operator parametersa± andb read
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a± = G±
32 uF+s0du2

sG32d2sDvC + 2g+
2/G32d

+ G7
32 uF−s0du2

sG32d2sDvC + 2g−
2/G32d

s54d

and, forg+s−d@g−s+d,

b =
G+

32F+s0dF−
* s0d + G−

32F+
* s0dF−s0d

sG32d2sDvC + g+s−d
2 /G32d

. s55d

D. Preparation of the initial state

One possible way to initially prepare the medium-assisted
electromagnetic field in the desired quantum states22d is to
use an additional atom, say atomD, such thatṽD31=ṽA31
=ṽB31=vC. Let the transitionu1l↔ u3l of atom D strongly
interact with the medium-assisted electromagnetic field in
the absence of atomsA and B. When atomD is initially
prepared in the excited state and the medium-assisted elec-
tromagnetic field is initially prepared in the vacuum state,
then the probability amplitude of finding, after some interac-
tion time Dt, atom D sregarded as an effective two-level

systemd in the ground state and thef̂ fields in a single-
quantum state isf29g

Csr ,v,t = 0d =
i

"
E

−Dt

0

dt8dD31
* G̃*sr D,r ,vdeisv−ṽD31dt8CUD

st8d,

s56d

where

CUD
std = e−DvCst+Dtd/2cosfgDst + Dtdg s57d

is the probability amplitude of finding the atom in the upper
state. Here,

gD = ÎGDD
31 DvC/2 s58d

is the single-atom Rabi frequency. It is seen thatF±std, Eq.
s30d, calculated by using Eq.s56d satisfies Eq.s42d. To cal-
culate F±s0d, we fix the interaction timeDt such that
CUD

s0d=0; thus

Dt =
p

2gD
. s59d

Combining Eq.s30d with Eqs. s56d–s59d, we derive, on ap-
plying the Lorentz approximation to the field resonance,

F±s0d = −
sGAD

31 ± GBD
31 dDvC

2Î2gD

expS− DvC
p

2gD
D. s60d

Note that the definition ofGAD
31 ,GBD

31 , andGDD
31 is analogous to

that in Sec. III A.
In Eq. s60d, the exponential factor characterizes the pho-

ton loss during the interaction time due to the finite width of
the field resonance. Obviously, the better the strong-coupling
condition DvC!gD is satisfied, the less the photon loss is.
For example, when atomA changes places with atomD and
the orientations of the transition dipole moments of atomsA
and D are the same, then from Eq.s60d ftogether with Eq.
s29dg it follows that sDvC!gDd

F±s0d . −
g±

2

ÎsG+
31 + G−

31dDvC/2
; s61d

thus F+s0d.−g+ and F−s0d.−g−
2 /g+ if G+

31/G−
31@1, while

F−s0d.−g− and F+s0d.−g+
2 /g− if G−

31/G+
31@1. When atom

B changes places with atomD and the orientations of the
transition dipole moments of atomsB and D are the same,
then the signs of bothF+s0d andF−s0d are reversedfcf. Eq.
s60dg. The state preparation is not affected thoughfcf. Eqs.
s37d, s38d, ands43dg. It is worth noting that, as we will see in
Sec. IV, the highest degree of entanglement can be achieved
in case of equal positions of atomsD andA sor Bd.

IV. ATOMIC ENTANGLEMENT NEAR A DIELECTRIC
MICROSPHERE

Let us apply the theory to two atoms near a dispersing and
absorbing dielectric microspheresof radiusRd characterized
by a Drude-Lorentz type permittivity

«svd = 1 +
vP

2

vT
2 − v2 − ivg

s62d

svP is the coupling constant;vT is the transverse resonance
frequency;g is the absorption parameterd, which features a
band gap in the regionvT,v,vL=ÎvT

2+vP
2, where

Re«svd,0.

A. Two-atom coupling

We first estimate how well the conditionss45d can be
satisfied. Making use of the Green tensor as given in Ref.
f31g, one can show, on assuming radial dipole orientations,
that Eq.s9d leads to

GAB =
3

2
G0Reo

l=1

`
lsl + 1ds2l + 1d

skrd2 hl
s1dskrd

3f j lskrd + Bl
Nsvdhl

s1dskrdgPlscosud, s63d

where GAB;GAB
mn,k=v /c,v; ṽA

mn=ṽB
mn.0, and r ; rA=rB.

Since the following discussion applies to both the transitions
u3l↔ u1l and u3l↔ u2l, we omit the level labelsm and n.
Further,G0 is the corresponding single-atom decay rate in
free space,j lszd andhl

s1dszd are the spherical Bessel and Han-
kel functions, respectively,Plsxd is the Legendre function,u
is the angle between the two transition dipole moments
sudAu= udBud, and Bl

Nsvd are the scattering coefficientsf31g.
Note that radially oriented dipoles couple only to TM waves,
whereas tangentially oriented dipoles couple to both TM and
TE wavessfor details, see, e.g.,f32gd.

The complex roots of the denominator of the reflection
coefficientsBl

Nsvd determine the positions and the widths of
the sphere-assisted electromagnetic field resonances. When
v coincides with a resonance frequency, sayvC, then the
correspondingl term in Eq.s63d is the leading one; thus
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GAB .
3

2
G0ReH lsl + 1ds2l + 1d

skrd2 hl
s1dskrd

3f j lskrd + Bl
Nsvdhl

s1dskrdgPlscosudJ s64d

sv.vCd. Equations64d implies that when the two atoms are
at diametrically opposite positions with respect to the sphere,
i.e., u=p and hencePlscosud=s−1dl, then the interaction of
the symmetricsantisymmetricd state with the sphere-assisted
electromagnetic field is enhanced, while the antisymmetric
ssymmetricd state almost decouplesfcf. Eq. s29dg.

The dependence onu of GAB as given by Eq.s63d is illus-
trated in Fig. 2, where the atomic transition frequencyv is
chosen to be close to a resonance frequency of the sphere-
assisted electromagnetic field, namely, the first one on the
left in Fig. 3. Note thatGAB→G;GAA=GBB for u→0. From
Fig. 3 it is clearly seen that the value ofG+sG−d can drasti-
cally exceed the value ofG−sG+d when the two atoms ap-
proach the microsphere and the transition frequency equals a

resonance frequency of the sphere-assisted electromagnetic
field. Recall thatG+sG−d is a measure of the strength of cou-
pling of the symmetricsantisymmetricd state to the sphere-
assisted field. Figure 4 reveals that, for chosen resonance
frequency of the microsphere, there is an optimum
distance—the distance at which the solid curve attains the
minimum—for which the best contrast betweenG+ and G−
can be realized. With increasing distance of the atoms from
the sphere, the values of bothG+ and G− tend to the free-
space valueG0 as they should.

Figures 2–4 refer to atomic transition frequencies within
the band gap. In this case, the strong two-atom interaction
observed when the atoms are at diametrically opposite posi-
tions with respect to the sphere is mediated by SG waves. Of
course, the effect of enhancedG+sG−d and simultaneously
reducedG−sG+d can also be observed for transition frequen-
cies below the band gap. In this case, the sphere-assisted
field resonances correspond to WG waves. An example is
shown in Fig. 5. Figures 3 and 5 also convey a feeling of the
sharpness of the field resonances, which ranges from being
very sharp to being less so. The sharpness can be improved
by increasing the microsphere radius or by reducing the ma-
terial absorption. Note that WG waves suffer much more
from absorption than do SG wavesssee, e.g., Ref.f32gd.

B. Entanglement of twoL-type atoms

The results given in Sec. IV A show that the optimal po-
sitions of twoL-type atomsA and B, which are desired to
entangle with each other near a microsphere, are diametri-
cally opposite with respect to the sphere. Further, the transi-
tion frequency ṽA31=ṽB31 should coincide with the
smid-dfrequencyvC of a sufficiently sharply peaked sphere-
assisted electromagnetic field resonance, so that the strong-
coupling regime is realized and the first of the conditions
s45d is satisfied. Finally, the transition frequencyṽA32
=ṽB32 should coincide with thesmid-dfrequency of some

FIG. 2. The two-atom collective decay rateGAB fEq. s63dg as a
function of the angleu between the transition dipole moments for
v.1.0501vT. The two atoms are at distancesDr ; r −R
=0.14lTslT=2pc/vTd from the surface of a dielectric spheresvP

=0.5vT,g=10−6vT,R=10lTd.

FIG. 3. The two-atom decay ratesG+=G+GAB ssolid curved and
G−=G−GAB sdotted curved for the symmetric and antisymmetric
states, respectively, as functions of the transition frequencyv, with
GAB from Eq.s63d sG;GAA=limu→0GABd. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The two-atom decay ratesG+=G+GAB ssolid curved and
G−=G−GAB sdotted curved for the symmetric and antisymmetric
states, respectively, as functions of the distanceDr between the
atom and the surface of the dielectric sphere, withGAB from Eq.
s63d sG;GAA=limu→0GABd. The other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 2.
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moderately peaked field resonance, so that the second of the
conditionss45d is also satisfied, but the weak-coupling re-
gime applies, thereby giving rise to an irreversible decay
channel. As a result, the conditions44d can also be expected
to be satisfied. By choosing atoms with appropriate transition
dipole matrix elementssfor more detailed estimations, see
Ref. f29gd, all the conditions including both the inequalities
characterizing the three casessad-scd in Sec. III C and the
field-preparation conditionss61d can be satisfied. Let us ex-
amine the casessad-scd in more detail.

(a) g± @G32@DvC@g7. For definiteness, letG+
31@G−

31

andG+
32@G−

32. When atomA sor Bd changes places with atom
D, which provides the initial field excitation, and Eq.s61d
applies, then Eqs.s48d and s49d lead to

a+ . 1, s65d

a− .
G−

32

2G32 +
2g−

4

g+
2G32DvC

! 1, b . SG32g−

g+
2 D2

! 1.

s66d

Hence, an almost perfectly entangled state is produced,%̂at
.u+12lk+12u fsee Eq. s36dg, and, accordingly,C.1 is
achieved. Clearly,a+=1sC=1d cannot be exactly realized,
because of the losses unavoidably associated with the always
finite width of the field resonance. It is worth mentioning that
when the positions of atomsD and A sor Bd are different
from each otherse.g., atomD is equidistant from atomsA
andBd, then the degree of entanglement that can be achieved
is smaller than that in the case of equal positions in general.
Note that when G−

31@G+
31 and G−

32@G+
32, then %̂at

.u+12lk+12u is also valid. ForG±
31@G7

31 andG7
32@G±

32, how-
ever, the roles ofa+ and a− are interchanged and%̂at
.u−12lk−12u.

For G+
31@G−

31 and G+
32@G−

32, the two-atom system under-
goes fastu1,1l↔ u+13l Rabi oscillations as long as one of the
two atoms jumps to stateu2l, but we do not know which one.
Hence, the result is an entangled state between one atom in
the stateu2l and the other in the stateu1l. The time after
which the stationary limit is established is determined by the

lifetime ,sG32d−1 of the short-living stateu+13l, while the
long-living state u−13l of lifetime ,sDvCd−1 is practically
unpopulatedfcf. Eqs.s46d and s47dg.

(b) g± @g7@G32@DvC. For definiteness, let again
assume thatG+

31@G−
31 andG+

32@G−
32. From Eqs.s51d ands52d

together with Eq.s61d we obtain

a+ . 1, s67d

a− .
G−

32

2G32 +
2g−

2

g+
2 ! 1, b . SG32g−

g+
2 D2

! 1. s68d

Thus, this coupling regime leaves the two atoms in an en-
tangled state analogous to casesad. However, since the in-
equalityg± @g7 requiresg± to be as large as possible andg7

to be as small as possible, while the inequalityg7@G32 re-
quires thatg7 is much larger thanG32, it may be more diffi-
cult to realize this regime. Note thatg7 is the smallest or one
of the smallest parameters in the casessad and scd.

(c) G32@g± @g7 ,DvC. In this case, the irreversible decay
from stateu3l to stateu2l is so dominant that Rabi oscillations
are fully suppressed in the time evolution of bothC+ andC−
fsee Eq.s53dg. From Eq.s54d we obtain, on making use of
Eq. s61d and again assumingG+

31@G−
31 andG+

32@G−
32,

a+ .
2g+

2/G32

DvC + 2g+
2/G32. s69d

To generate the entangled stateu+12l, i.e., a+.1, the addi-
tional condition

g+

G32 @
DvC

g+
s70d

must be required to be satisfied, as can be seen from Eq.
s69d. The parametersa− andb then read

a− .
G−

32

2G32 +
g−

2

g+
2 ! 1, b .

2g−
2

g+
2 ! 1. s71d

In a similar fashion, it can be shown that in case ofG±
31

@G7
31 and G7

32@G±
32 the antisymmetric entangled stateu−12l

is generated.
The inequalitys70d can be understood as follows. For

F+s0d.−g+, Eq. s53d yields

C+
13std . − s2g+/G32dfe−DvCt − e−G32t/2g , s72d

i.e., C+
13std,g+/G32. Thus, though one can allow for

g+/G32!1, this ratio has still to satisfy the inequalitys70d
such that there is a nonvanishing probability that one of the
atoms can reach the stateu3l from the initial stateu1l to jump
to the stateu2l.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a scheme for nonconditional prepara-
tion of two spatially well-separated identical atoms in long-
living highly entangled states. The scheme usesL-type at-
oms passing a resonatorlike equipment of realistic,
dispersing, and absorbing macroscopic bodies which form

FIG. 5. The two-atom decay ratesG+=G+GAB ssolid curved and
G−=G−GAB sdotted curved for the symmetric and antisymmetric
states, respectively, as functions of the transition frequencyv, with
GAB from Eq.s63d sG;GAA=limu→0GABd. The other parameters are
the same as in Fig. 2.
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electromagnetic field resonances, the heights and widths of
which are determined by the radiative and nonradiativesab-
sorptiond losses. The lowest-lying atomic state and the lower-
lying excited state, which can be the ground state and a
metastable state or two metastable states, play the role of the
basis states of an atomic qubit. The atoms initially prepared
in the lowest-lying states are pumped by a single-excitation
“pulse” of the body-assisted electromagnetic field, thereby
strongly driving the dipole-allowed transition between the
lowest- and highest-lying atomic states. In this way, one of
the two atoms—we do not know which one—can absorb the
single-photonic excitation, and subsequent irreversible spon-
taneous decay of the excited atomic state to a lower-lying
excited state, the transition of which to the lowest-lying state
is dipole forbidden, results in a metastable two-atom en-
tangled state.

To be quite general, we first developed the theory, without
specifying the atoms and the equipment whose body-assisted
electromagnetic field is used for the the collective atom-field
interaction. For the case of twoL-type atoms, we have de-
rived the general solution of the coupled field-atom evolution
equations and presented special coupling conditions under
which high-degree entanglement can be achieved. We have
then applied the theory to the problem of entanglement of
two L-type atoms near a microsphere. In particular, we have

shown that the scheme is capable of realizing strong cou-
pling in one arm and weak coupling in the other arm of theL
configuration. In this context, we have also analyzed the
preparation of the initial single-photonic field excitation re-
quired for initiating the process of entanglement.

In contrast to the common sense idea that the existence of
dissipation spoils the quantum coherence of a system, dissi-
pation is here essential to transfer the entanglement from the
strongly driven transitions to the dipole-forbidden transi-
tions. The fact that only ground or metastable states serve as
basis states of the qubits guarantees the long lifetime of the
entangled state. It is worth noting that the scheme renders it
possible to test nonlocality for a two-atom system. The atoms
in a pair passing by a microsphere and being entangled there
can be separated from each other and one can be sure that in
the meantime the entanglement is not lost.
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